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1. Newtonian flight   2Sept09  

  

It is a grave matter of gravity that matter be lost with light 
frightful reference beamed relative Einstein-ian logic delight 
beyond gravity but right despite light Newtonian flight  
of whole body matter in and of gravity   
in spirit, one with God All creation  
  

time by time moments elapse or flow  
moments we capture and piece together 
elaborate stories our psychosis life  
to life it self  
  

comatose elapses unfolds never the less more or less  
of balance and will of you and me and them  
for you and me and them  
  

God All creation present in spirit   
in each and every one and thing  
in and of creation and touched by the rest of creation 
godly be being of creation whole body be whole self  
a voice but be parts representing and pretending  
  

but flowing truth bits of reality never the less  
valid as part our disassociated parts   
apart from whole self unknowing of whole body lost from spirit 
alone from whole being in darkness are we peering into the light  
  

and we be valid as part of creation  
only as part of whole body in and of creation  
spirited by All creation God  
whole human being whole body be whole self  
Newtonian flight in gravity   

           

       2.  Truth    14Mar14  
  

Alone I tread  
towards my truth  
  

I have a head on my shoulders and 
a rice ball in hand  
 
In reality is 
the whole truth 
 
My actuality is   
a projected part  
  

The brain-spine bridge  
my truth and Truth  
  

My actuality as projection, and  
the whole body whole self whole being reality.            
We are a part projected apart from,   
an actuality with a sense of   
the world, others and self.  

 

       Free will or destiny  

       For self as an actuality  
  

 

 
 

 
As is, with sense  
of matter and in mind  
  

And a conscious conscious of, as well as  
a witness with which we’re aware of.  
Everything that is experience,   
what is experienced, the experience itself, and  
the experiencing self,  
is projection, projected by the whole body in reality.  
  

The whole body is   
Creation Nature Wilderness  
  

Outside and in  
mind and matter   
  

Our projected reality  
is a part of  
  

One whole being  
projects our all  
  

Can we relate with 
our whole  
  



       3.  Whole body dreams   2 Mar14   

  

       The whole body is creation   

       The whole body is wilderness  

       not a politically and institutionally                       
       designated one  

       or categorised in our mind  
       but a living whole being  

       in and of Nature, reality, Earth  

       a godly being  
  

       We are a part inside a dream  

       Just one of the whole body’s dreaming  
       held under the conscious  

       an identity inside a reality  

       projected part of many  

       belonging to one being  

       of many whole beings  
  

  

 

 

  

4.  Dreaming seasons   26Mar14        

The core is a reference   
and the other end a clue  
to the whole body’s dreaming –  
his/her consciousness is our creator  
whole being of Earth and of creation  
presence in creation and reality  
he/she is solid and alive   
amongst other whole beings and entities on Earth.  
  

Whatever one’s notion and sense  
of others, Earth, reality and creation  
they are projection projected by the whole body  
from his/her Central Nervous System,  
a dream of the whole body’s dreaming,  
only a part of his/her being alive in creation.  
  

The seasons pass and we are churned 
lost in his/her dreaming of many,   
for us, countless dreaming.  
Touched by the season’s turn 
the moon’s round and the days and nights' turn,   
we may settle as a part in our perennial place,  
when met by our whole’s presence  
present in the present.  

  



5.  Reality, projection and dreaming  27Mar14  

It’s all in the mind,  
our determining and what we determine.  

The conscious, our deeper being, the witness and a self experiencing -  
in disassociated parts  
we exist.  
From disassociated parts   
we can only contradict.  

And the one phenomenon   
at a time we experience,  
they are ambiguous 
indications of reality.  

Particle or wave, or both it may   
seem out there.   
And are we conscious or matter,  
we ask within  
in our mind but with deeper sense also.  

Our self and what we experience,  

they are all in projection. 

 ~~~~   

The world, others, our mind and sense of body,  
our outside and in, and what seems of the conscious or matter,   
our self and other,   
belong to our whole   
as projected parts.  

As if a dream  
our reality and self,  
functional when and where reality is indicated,   
but when determined,  
ambiguous and contradictory, disassociated and fleeting,  
a part of the whole body’s dreaming.  

May the whole body’s being,  
in creation alive, in gravity solid and 
in the present present,  
reach us through  
his or her dreaming.  

No other being can reach us,  
other wholes only manifest as indications. 
The whole self is   
a special entity for  
dreaming the dream we are in.  

  

  

  

  

  

   Lined up with the world out 

there  



6.  Circle     28Mar14  

Return return and settle as part 

gather your all and  

place with your whole  

A whole being dreams   
the life you live  
the self you are  
the work you do  
the world you meet  
the people you love and hold that hurt        

Wherever you are  
whenever you feel  
remember, before you think  
you’re in his/her dreaming  

A whole self shelters  
your individual self  
provides a world to be lost in - 
it’s up to you   
to know and awake   
your all is in his/her dreaming  

Lost lost in a dream  
I’m it and free  
to turn and face, me?  

When and where  
you think you are  
stop and know  
there must be  
a whole   
who is  
  

Whole body encompass 
all you embrace  
and more you shun  
everything both   
  

Good and bad right 
and wrong  
true and false  
  

your choice and decision   
change  
 
 ~~~~  

  

  

  

Outside and inside  

me, you and the world too  

and besides  

and behind and below  

and beyond  

be all our whole’s dreaming 

The circle bears us,  

as projected part  

the whole body disappears from within his/her dream 

the flick inside is our bit in it       

 
 

  

 

 

 



 

7.  screen      30Mar14  

"out of screen, into head, relate with a whole being, in stead"  

 

with these words 
i’m in you  
lines and shapes  
in your mind0 
 
you face  
a screen  
defaced  
in it  
 
right front centred  
as you  
line up  
with it  

  the world wraps  
around you  
rising from 
the floating depths 
 
under and around 
below and across 
there’s more 
of you 
beyond 
what you see 
feel 
and put aside 

conscious above  
witness behind  
being below 
having an experience 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

the world is placed for you to 
seemingly see and touch  
look around and by sight catch   
what you sense, feel or hear   
 
in your mind  
projection is 
how it’s there  
your self  
your world  
your inside and out  
  
breathe stand and be   
as part of your whole   
who breathes stands  
does and is, really 

inside a screen 
your virtual world 
on your face 
a dream 
 
whole body dreaming   
projects 
all, your life 
 
believe and be 
what you like (if you like) 
try and see  
you, these words (you 
see) 
how you are 
 
and what you become 
what you do 
who you’re with 
where you go 

of course you care  

what happens to you 

others and the world 

remember,   

you’re a part of a whole  

 

alone be gone  

right from birth  

till death part  

our place  

on Earth  

we hold   
to what (wot)  
appears free  

for us  
to have  
a life  
in  
a screen 

 

  
 

 

ned kelly’s letter box  

       behind  back  front  



  

 
8.  Arch of language with  

Munchhausen’s trilemma  1 Apr14  

                                                      

On and on   

our conscious  

infinitism-ic  

Our mind  

with a ring of context  

contained circularity  

Our cohesive whole  
a bubble (of babble)  
within another  

Floating under  
the arch of language  
held up foundational   
by the story telling fella  

All a part   
of a whole body’s dreaming  
 
A whole being is there  
when we become lucid  
and reason reins in our conscious 
reigning like rain till then ....  

  

  

  

 

9.  Primacy      

        

Creation is  

we exist  

What we determine 

exists real good true  

is what’s in our mind  

about what we sense  

  

  

  

 

10.  Screen 2  

What we are  

identity self notion sense 

is a projected part of a 

whole human being  

God is  

All creation  

Whole body is in 

and of creation  

Spirit is one essence of   

All creation and whole body  

letters in texts  
words and thoughts 
inter-phase facts   
we commit acts  

lives intact  

internet decorum  

sealed in a pact  

we Enter and enact  

selfies tact  
ends in an act 
human contact 
our About in fact  

we can meet  

beyond screen and seat 

through whole body  

the only meat  

from within a 

whole bein’ 

only as part  

do we do anythin’  

silence rests  
whole being respects  
all our parts  

in him/her contexed  

  

  



 

11.  Mind     17Apr14  

 

Forever our mind  

is set to bind  

what it contacts  

to be its contents   

within its contexts;  

  

under an intentional conscious 

in front of a witness confounded, 

is it a conspiracy ?  

or should we be confident 

in our confinement,   

within contradiction ?  

  

Can we consider  

beyond contrast  

where there’s no conflict 

with our whole who 

encompass our all.  

  

Never in our mind, can we be beyond context, conspiracy, contradiction or conflict. But we can be with and relate 

with the one in reality, who encompasses all we experience including our contrasts and conflicts. We individually 

are a part of and belong as a part to, a whole body, whole being and whole self on Earth, who is touched by the 

rest of creation, separate and next to and amongst other wholes.  

  

 

12. forever in the mind  22Apr14  

Wonder and ponder  
forever in the mind  
virtual and fractal  
forever human in kind  
is it our language   
is it our food  
what about our heart  
or is it our soul  
where is the spirit  
is it all experience  
lest we forget  
there must be a God  

Talk reach out  
hold return  
silence be still  
resonate express  
together alone  
we live as part  

Straddle your bounds   
return come home   
go out and earn  
your right to be  

Listen to me  
find your self  
find your place  
for life to be  
 
Nature is you 
wilderness your whole 
essence you be 
touched by reality  

 

In truth your part  
is free as a part  
supported  
validated  
justified  
released,  
exist as part  
separate and together  
be with or away from one another,  
but as a part  
of a whole being  
next to other wholes  
alive on Earth 



 

 In silence and unknowing met by happiness that’s wet  

and meaning deeply set,  

of our truth that’s meant  

but for Truth to be shed -  

It is Love some say  
others the Way  
touched by spirit we sway  
when Nothingness encompass our play  

 

As the silence and unknowing, Nothingness is the absence of the whole body in creation. Absent from our truth 

and reality, of brain-spine projection, the “wholly ghost” is there in reality, encompassing our all. And despite 

reality displaced by our projection leaving Nothingness left behind instead, All creation and the whole body 

manifest in projection as one essence, the spirit at core of Nothingness.  

  

              MEANING      HAPPINESS  

            by others and self, realisation    for now, fulfilment  

                  OUR TRUTH as projected part, actualisation  

                                                                                             THE WHOLE TRUTH, the whole body in reality  

  

13.     In silence an d   unknowin g   24 Apr1 4   
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14.  Don’t just come to conclusions  29Apr14  

Don’t just come to conclusions  
about your fate or destiny,    
situation and condition  
what you sense and know.  
 
   
They are a part of reality,    
not out there or in    
but of the whole body in reality   
of whom you too are a part.  
 
 
 
 

Your whole is alive in creation  
one of billions on Earth   
the mass of humanity;  
we live in our minds    
and touch on our deeper being.  
 
Isolated in what we experience  
we deny our part in  
a relation with who  
is alive   
in and of creation  
touched by the rest of creation.  

15. Spirit is (short)       4 May14  

It is in and out, the oneness of All creation,  

and the singular criterion and proof   

of our part in creation.      

It is life, matter and love,   

essence of Nature, Universe and All creation God.  

It is at core of Nothingness,  

the whole body and the rest of creation.  

 

16.   spirit is  

spirit is :  

“God is everything”, “all is creation”,               

the spirit is everywhere  

not just at core.  

But within projection,  

displaced by projection,  

for us the essence of reality, oneness.  

The whole body alive in creation and All creation God,  

one, within at core  

of Nothingness.  

  

For each one of us,   

there is only the one spirit. 

 It is reality in its entirety 

 displaced by projection, 

 as essence.   

 

It is the essence of creation,  

of All creation and the whole body.   

It is one, and in each and every one and thing 

both unique, as essence of the individual whole body,  

and universal, as essence of All creation God.  

It is at the gravitational centre, our reference,  

geometric and concentrated point  

of the autonomous whole entity 

as well as All creation.  

 

It is, for us humans and mammals,  

at the core of the base of our 

domed diaphragm,   

our gravitational centre.   

 

For us having an experience,  

it is the one and only indication of   

what "is" and is happening.  

 

It is in and out, the oneness of All creation,  

and the singular criterion and proof   

of our part in creation.      

It is life, matter and love, 

essence of Nature, Universe and All creation God.                                                                                   

 

 

 

 

 



 

17.   emptiness, nothingness and the spirit  

 

Reality, the solid whole body and the rest of creation, is displaced by projection (the whole body creates and 

places, or “projects” our reality, including the self, from his or her Central Nervous System). Their actuality, of the 

whole body and creation, disappears from within our projected reality, but manifests by projection beyond our 

Emptiness as Nothingness. At the centre of Nothingness is the one essence of the whole of creation (All 

creation) and the whole body, the spirit. It is the closest we get to reality in projection, where the rest of creation 

that touches the whole body is a long, long way away, at the end of Nothingness. Do not seek but relate with the 

whole body, who encompasses our all and who must be there. And the spirit may reach you, through 

Nothingness.  

emptiness, nothingness and the spirit  

"Emptiness" is the disassociation within projection, across which we are ‘having an experience’. It is 

our immediate environment, the spaces between and around what we experience, the self having an 

experience, the conscious, deeper being, and witness.    

                                      

(Kuu of Zen Buddhism)  

  

“Nothingness" is the absence, due to and in projection, of the solid whole body who is actually  

there, in and of reality. From where we are having an experience, within projection, the whole body 

disappears with the rest of creation.                                    

   

(Mu of Zen Buddhism)    

  

I have introduced the spirit as the one essence of All creation and the whole body. As of any experience, we may 

regard all possible manifestations of the spirit as projection, and refer to the whole body that we and our 

experience belong to, as projected parts.  

  

                                                                                  ~~~~~~~~  

 

 


